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Sunday in Cape Town…and the weather is looking very Spring like… 

Thanks to all the people who wrote about how best to mail this newsletter.  It certainly seems that email into 
inboxes is very popular and we’ll continue on that basis.  We still have access via Twitter and LinkedIn but I’ll 
maintain the direct mail. 
 
4 million people watched England play Norway this week.  At the same time 9 million watch the Great British 
Bake Off which tells you all you need to know about the popularity of the English football team. 
 
It seems that immigration rules are tightening up in SA and overstaying is no longer a slap on the wrists.  It’s a 
complete ban for 2 years and I’ve a friend who’s in this position.  I trust on Tuesday when he arrives he’ll be 
OK…but for some reason SA has become very strict on immigration and woe betide any family who enter SA 
without the birth certificates for their children. 
 
I’ve watched the first 5 in the James Bond series.  That’s where we say goodbye to Sean Connery and hello 
to Roger Moore.  I reckon I could do quite well these days in a pub quiz on old films.  The Blu-Ray and new 
tele are getting good use.  The people who advised me to get the biggest tele I could afford were very right.  A 
60inch screen doesn’t seem quite as large as it did two weeks ago. 
 
I’ve a phone call booked with the head of a business school in SA.  I’m hoping to persuade them that SDI is 
just what they need.  Fingers crossed on that one. 
 
I’ve been exploring Helpouts on Google.  I’m going to get registered and offer my negotiation services via that 
platform.  It looks an interesting concept and you may want to check it out if there’s anything you need to 
learn from an expert…and can afford it! 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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7th  September 2014 

All the technology in the house is now working fine.  The only upgrade on the horizon will be an SSD for my laptop.  

They’re becoming more and more affordable but that’s one for the US at Christmas along with a wifi dongle for my 

printer so that I can get it hooked into my network and print remotely.  It’s now quite simple to make any printer 

with a USB port become wifi connected. 

LONGVIEW, Wash. (AP) — A bow-hunter was attacked by a bear while looking for deer near the southwest 

Washington city of Longview. 

The 61-year-old Longview man, Jerry Hause, tells The Daily News (http://bit.ly/1oMQysG) he was sitting down to 

take a rest Monday when the bear came at him at a dead run. 

Hause says he didn't have time to use his bow so he scrambled up a tree. The bear followed him and bit his left 

leg. It finally let go when Hause kicked it in the nose with his other foot. 

Hause was able to walk out and call for help. He was treated for puncture wounds and claw scratches at a hospital 

and is recovering at home. 

Hause says the next time he goes bow hunting, he plans to carry a pistol. 
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Free money... 

 
Long term readers of these tips will know how much I value the concept of free money. 
 
Here’s what I’m doing to get some at the moment. 
 
When I’m in Pick’nPay supermarket I get a 1% discount and sometimes more on all purchases.  
As the wise mathematician said, “one per cent of a lot is a lot.”  All I need to do is use their Smart 
Shopper card. 
 
I’m now using my Standard Bank debit card and getting Ucount points on purchases.  I’ve been 
surprised how by using one piece of plastic instead of another I get meaningful points that really 
add up. 
 
I’ve at least two friends whose use of Discovery Card points adds up to hundreds of Rands. 
 
I’ve got another colleague who uses his Lyoness membership to great effect. 
 
I’ve got a buy 10 get one free coffee card at my local coffee shop. 
 
The moral here is that if you’re a buyer and you’re not into loyalty cards you could be refusing 
free money.  I’ve not changed my shopping habits one iota but I’m just a smarter user of plastic 
cards. 
 
If you’re a seller in a market place where loyalty cards are common then you might explore how 
locking your clients into a loyalty system...even if it’s your own buy 10 get 1 free approach might 
actually increase volume and profits. 
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Net and Gross 

Many of my clients are independent consultants and they’re not VAT registered.  They can’t claim 
back VAT and so in order to accommodate them I’ve started quoting VAT INCLUSIVE prices. 
 
This is very good news for them but it makes me less profitable when I’m talking to VAT 
registered organisations where I can readily quote VAT EXCLUSIVE prices knowing that they can 
claim back the VAT themselves. 
 
I fail to see why so many small companies don’t register for VAT when their clients are VAT 
registered themselves and can readily claim it back.  If you do deals in a cash environment then 
VAT is no good to you and makes you more expensive than you might need to be.  Ask any 
plumber! 
 
I’ve seen several deals start to get complicated when prices were quoted by one party as net of 
all extras while the other party was looking at gross numbers. 
 
Tax, duties, VAT and all other add-ons can make a deal look cheap if you quote the price net and 
add on the extras later.  This can be a dirty trick if you hide the numbers and give the impression 
that they are included. 
 
Gross or Net.  That’s your choice but always work on the same basis as the other party and don’t 
allow them to confuse the true value of the deal.  
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